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I. What is "Patent Map for Each Technology Field"?
1. Purpose of "Patent Map for Each Technology Field"
Current technological development necessitates conducting searches of patent information to avoid unnecessary
investment as well as gaining the seeds for technological
development and the applicable fields contained in the patent
information. In order to accomplish this, visual representation of related patent information (hereinafter “Patent Map”)
attracts the attention of the persons concerned. A patent map
is produced by gathering related patent information of a target technology field, processing, and analyzing it.
Also, in order to promote the use of patents, it is necessary for related institutions to deepen their understanding of
patent information and strive to achieve efficient use of the
information. The effectiveness of patent maps has also
attracted attention with respect to this point as well.
However, since experts are required for the gathering of
patent information etc. and analyzing, it is not always easy
for the production of patent maps to be carried out by venture companies, small and medium sized companies or universities and other research institutions on their own because
they are unable to sufficiently invest human resources, economic resources and time.
On the basis of this awareness, the Japan Patent Office
has been producing and providing patent maps for several
technology fields for the purpose of being of assistance in
utilizing patent information in industry since 1997.*

* III. The Patent Maps Produced by Technology Field
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2. Production of "Patent Map for Each Technology
Field"
The production of patent maps is conducted in the form
of a joint project by experts on patent information analysis
and specialists on each technology field. Twenty to thirty
thousand patents are extracted for each technology field then
analyzed using various methods in order to perform this
work.
3. Composition of "Patent Maps for Each Technology
Field"
Introduction
The overall image of a title technology field, relevant technology classification (categories), structures for related proliferating technology, comparisons between US and Japanese
patents, structures of patent rights are introduced.
Chapter 1 - Technology trends viewed from patents
To serve as a technical guide from the aspects of seed and
need, technology classification based on specific patents,
technology development patterns, status of inter-technologies
relations, status of proliferation of technology development,
and various theories in major fields are provided.

Chapter 2 - Problems and development of technology
To serve as a guide based on actual technologies, the positioning of selected patents in terms of technology classification along with their rights status, the development of rights
in major fields, the hierarchical structure from basic patents
and the matrix of rights of major technologies are provided.
Chapter 3 - Access to patent information and patent transfer
information
Patent information has the three characteristics of "patent
right information function", "technical information function"
and "patent owner information function". Methods for effectively using this information are provided. More specifically,
these consist of information about Industrial Property Digital
4
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Library *, patent information retrieval facilities and search
tools relating to the technology field (IPC *, FI *, F term *).
Chapter 4 - Overview of technology
Technical information necessary for understanding the relevant technology field is provided. For example, the explanations from the viewpoint of “what the technology field is”
and “what it is used for”, as well as the history of that technology field along with the explanation of related technical
terms are provided.
Reference Section
The method in which figure and table data used in the title
technology field are prepared based on patent classifications,
and to search formulas so as to allow confirmation and follow-up searches in the case readers attempt to produce their
own maps. When the latest data is desired, the reader can
search patent information by using the search formula.

* III. "Glossary of Terms"
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II. How to Use " Patent Maps for Each Technology Field"
Patent maps are not only produced for a specific use,
but also are produced to serve as so-called general-purpose
use. Consequently, when using them, their contents can be
read from various viewpoints. In particular, by combining
multiple maps (figures and tables), it is possible to find a
new matter that cannot be obtained from a single map.
In addition, a total of more than 50 types of expressions,
excluding minor ones, are used in this patent map series.
Furthermore, total more than 200 maps were produced in
terms of their technology fields.
The readers can grasp various kind of matters from
these patent maps according to their objective and intention.
In the following section, readers will be able to understand typical objectives of patent map and various representational types of patent map as well as the matters that can be
extracted from these patent maps.
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Fig. 9 Changes in the number of patent applications
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Fig. 25 Problems and solutions of technological development
of semiconductor lasers
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of genetic engineering companies
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1. To Understand the Overall State of a Technology Field
When a company start a research and development or
licensing for entering into a new business of a certain technology field, the company need to seize the overall image of
the technology field and the related technology fields including pertinent patents.
Patent maps of a technology field introduce the content
and number to which patents have been filed for the field, the
uses in which the technology field is being used and the
theme related to research and development of the field. The
following shows the typical expressions of patent maps used
for these purposes.
(1) Maps Portraying an Overall Composition of a
Technology Field or an Expanse of a Technology Field
There is a patent map showing an overall image of a
technology field by illustration. This map is produced by
classifying the patents of the technology field, picking up
important patents, counting the number of patent applications, etc. As a result, the technology field can be understood systematically, making it possible to understand the
distribution of the rights.
Case 1: Secondary batteries (types, numbers of applications and uses) (Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 shows an overview of the types of secondary batteries and uses coming from the characteristics of these batteries.
On the basis of this map, it can be seen that approximately 22,200, 6,300 and 12,100 applications were filed for
secondary batteries themselves, uses and maintenance/discharging/charging, respectively.
In addition, it can also be seen that secondary batteries
are divided into three groups. The largest number of applications were filed for lithium secondary batteries (including
7
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Fig. 1 Secondary batteries
(types, numbers of applications and uses)
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lithium ion batteries, metal lithium batteries and polymer
lithium batteries) for 11,600 applications. Although lithium
secondary batteries are used in compact and lightweight
mobile electronic devices, they are also used in electric automobiles and distributed power storage, indicating that they
are capable of accommodating a wide range of needs.
Fig. 2 Tree map

Field A
Field B
A1
use
Field C
C1
use

B1
use

(2) Map Portraying Expanses of
Applications of a Technology Field
A tree map (Fig. 2) is used to provide the
spread of uses of a technology field. This
map is produced by sorting out various
patent classifications assigned to an extracted patents, and layering those classifications
according to the uses and technology fields
defined for them. Since these fields are
those before actual commercialization and
have been subjected to technical studies,
8
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Fig. 3 Uses of semiconductor lasers
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they can be viewed as uses having a high potential for realization.
Case 2: Uses of semiconductor lasers (Fig. 3)
Fig. 3 summarizes the uses of semiconductor lasers in
the form of branches in accordance with patent classifications.
Although examples of uses that have already reached
the level of practical use include optical communications
technology, optical information recording technology and
laser printer technology, there are many prospect uses including measurement of the shapes of objects, distance and the
rotating speed, using the properties of lasers.
Recently, due to the invention of blue lasers resulting in
lasers being available for all three primary colors, it is likely
that their uses will expand into fields such as display devices
and lighting in the future.
Experiment results have also been reported indicating
that short wavelength light promotes plant growth, thus making special light sources having a wavelength suitable for
photosynthesis no longer a dream. It is also only a matter of
time until high output lasers are developed for use in medical
treatment.
Since body tissue is extremely dense and changes in a
complex manner in response to temperature, the use of semiconductor lasers facilitating analog modulation can be seen
to contain the hidden potential for developing sophisticated
medical treatment.
(3) Map Portraying Technology Fields Related to a
Technology Field
Understanding the technical background of a technology field is one indicator for developing new technology.
Patent maps used for this purpose utilize the relationships of
10
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patent classification (classification of
so-called main fields and auxiliary
fields) which serves as a characteristic of patent information (Fig. 4). At
the same time, the potential uses can
also be forecasted from the relationships between these classification,
and are extremely effective for the
development of new technology or
business expansion.

Fig. 4 Relationship of patent classification
Basic technology
Main
classification

Applied technology

Auxiliary
classification

Basic technology
Applied technology

Case 3: Influence of CAD technology (Fig. 5)
Fig. 5 shows CAD technology divided into technology
for which CAD technology is the main classification (first
IPC) and technology for which CAD technology is the auxiliary classification (second IPC or after), along with those
fields relating to each technology.
Fig. 5 Influence of CAD technology
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Image processing is both the technology that affected
greatly CAD technology at 36% as well as the technology
that was most affected by CAD technology 25%. Thus,
image processing can be said to be the most important technology of CAD systems mutually correlated with CAD technology. Although displays only account for 5% of the technology that affected CAD technology, they account for 12%
of the technologies that were affected by CAD technology.
Viewing from display technology, this means that basic display technology was incorporated in the form of CAD technology, after which this technology developed in the form of
CAD technology and was then reflected back in display
technology.
(4) Map Portraying a Technological Progress
A time series map makes it possible to know the flow of
technology from a basic patent along with the expanse of
that technologies. This map is produced by extracting patents
related to a technology field, layering them, and displaying
them in a time series.
In addition, by griping the source
of these technologies as a result of
ascertaining the process by which
technologies developed, it can be used
as information that provides a hint for
creating new ideas.

Fig. 6 Time-series map
A
technology

A1 patent

A2 patent

B
technology

B1 patent

As the map provides the relationship
and the distribution of patent rights in
a specific technology field, it allows the preparation of a
specification for acquiring strong patent rights by comparing
the time series of the distribution.
Case 4: Main technological progress of MPEG encoding method (Fig. 7)
Fig. 7 shows an overview of MPEG technology advancing towards the realization of high data compression rates.
12
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Fig. 7 Progress of main technologies of MPEG encoding method
Main Technologies
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Flow of MPEG4 encoding systems
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Date means application date or
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In the map, those patents contained in the solid boxes
are licensed to MPEGLA (a private licensing company established through joint funding by member companies of
MPEGIPR in July 1996) as noteworthy patents among
MPEG2 encoding methods. This map makes it possible to
observe the relationship between standardization and patents.
Four encoding methods incorporate their own unique compression technology, and can be seen to adopt a form that is
an extension of conventional systems.
The H.261 encoding method employed hybrid coding that
combines MC and DCT. As a result, this system is able to significantly reduce time and spatial redundancies. This hybrid encoding
can be seen to have enabled animated image compression technology to achieve the considerable strides it has made thus far.
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2. To Find out Technological Changes
Technology is continuously changing due to the intense
competition over the development of technology and the
diversification of market needs. Being able to appropriately
accommodate these changes is extremely important not only
for venture companies and small and medium sized companies, but for proceedings with any kind of business.
There are patent maps which are produced by analyzing
patent information based on the changes in the number of
patent applications and the appearances of important patent.
(1) Map Portraying Changes of Relations between Activity
of a Technological Development and Participating
Companies
This map (Fig. 8) is a plot of
the number of patent applications versus the number of
Fig. 8 Changes in number of applications
applicants for each year.
Mature period
Number of applicants

Declining
period

Recovery period

Development
period

Number of applications

Since the number of patent
applications indicates technological development activities,
while the number of applicants indicates the number of
participating companies,
observing this relationship
makes it possible to grip the
maturity of the technology
field.

In addition, knowing the maturity of a technology field
to which one's own company conducts makes it possible to
judge the timing of development policies such as establishing technical tie-ups with other companies and focusing on
certain development themes.
Case 5: Changes in the number of patent applications
versus the number of applicants for optical disks (Fig. 9)
14
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Fig. 9 Changes in the number of patent applications
versus the number of applicants for optical disks
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Fig. 9 shows the relationship between the number of
applicants and number of patent applications for optical
disks for each of the years from 1977 to 1997.
From this figure, it can be seen that the number of optical disk patent applications that were filed peaked in 1988,
while the number of applicants peaked in 1991. In addition,
the period from 1977 to 1988 can be seen to be a time when
technological development expanded together with an
increase in the number of new applicants entering the field,
the period from 1988 to 1991 the first stabilization period,
the period from 1991 to 1994, the technological development
declining period, and the period from 1994 to 1997, the second stabilization period. On the basis of these findings, the
industry can be said to have reached a turning point around
1988.
(2) Map Portraying the Degree of Maturity of a Technology
Field
This map (Fig. 10) is referred to as a portfolio map, and
shows the life cycle of a technology field. Once a new technology field is born, it is represented in the form of stages
consisting of growth, development, maturity and decline.
This map makes it possible to show the current stage of the
15
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technology field.
Fig. 10 Portfolio map
Positive (+)

Development period

Number of
applications

Mature period
Decline period

Negative (-)

Increase in number of patent applications (multiples)

Growth period

This map makes it
possible to observe the
stage of technological
development and is useful
for judging whether a company should go into the
business of the technology
field or not.

Fig. 11 Changes in the number of patent applications
for the technology field for converting agricultural
waste into fertilizer
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of patent applications (multiples)
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Case 6: Changes in the
number of patent applications for the technology field converting agricultural waste into fertilizer (Fig. 11)
Fig. 11 shows the ratio
of the increase in the number of patent applications
during a latter period relative to a former period
plotted on the vertical axis
and the total number of
patent applications within
a certain period plotted on
the horizontal axis, with
respect to the recycling of
plant and animal waste into
fertilizer.

From this figure, it can be said that the increases in the
number of patent applications starting in or after 1987 grew
to more than twice the number between each period, and that
the number of applicants also increased rapidly. This indicates that the number of companies etc. newly entering the
industry is increasing each year, and that the technology field
is in the developmental stage.
16
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Fig. 12 Changes in the number
of patent applications
(two mountains analysis)
Peak difference
in years
Number of applications

Technology A

Technology B

Application year

Fig. 13 Changes in the number
of patent applications
for major technical fields of optical disks

(3) Map Portraying Changes
of Technical Contents
This map (Fig. 12)
indicates the number of
patent applications for each
year for two technology
fields. This patent map is
referred to as two mountains
analysis, and is used to show
technical changes by comparing the shifts between
corresponding peaks in the
number of patent applications. In addition, it is also
used to find a technology
field for which market need
is decreasing or being
expected in the future.

1,800
Recording and reproduction theory
1,600
1,400
Number of applications

Optical disk
carriers

1,200
1,000
800
600
400

Carrier production methods
200
0
78

80

82

84 86 88 90
Application year

92

94

96

Case 7: Changes in the
number of patent applications for major technology fields of optical disks
(Fig. 13)
Fig. 13 indicates the
changes in the number of
patent applications for the
three major technologies
that compose optical disks,
namely "recording and
reproduction theory", "optical disk carriers" and "carrier production methods".

It can be seen from this figure that, after appearing to
have reached a technically mature stage around 1988, development activity again accelerated in the area of the "record17
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ing and reproduction theory" around 1991, resulting in the
technology entering a development stage for next-generation
products. On the basis of these findings, the development of
optical disk technology is seemed to progress in this order.
(4) Map Portraying Trends of
Problems in a Technological
Element (purpose, etc.)
Development
This map (Fig. 14) is
referred to as a matrix analysis.
Portraying the correlation
between technical elements
(such as purpose and function)
obtained from patent information in the form of a matrix
makes it possible to show
important problems affecting the development of a technology field. Moreover, with the addition of a time axis, trends
in problems affecting technological development can also be
observed. As a result, since technical trends can be caught,
the selection of development themes and studies of priority
can be conducted effectively when planning and proposing
them.

Fig. 14 Matrix analysis

Element (function, etc.)

Case 8: Map relating to dioxin decomposition of fluid
bed incinerators (Fig. 15)
Fig. 15 shows a trend in which patent applications were
concentrated during the period from 1990 to 1995 in
response to the announcement of guidelines by the Ministry
of Health and Welfare (1990).
Although patent applications consist primarily of those
in fields related to fluid bed combustion characteristics and
secondary combustion mixing and temperature control that
have a direct effect on dioxin decomposition, starting in the
1980's and up to the present, it can be seen that patent applications have continuously been filed relating to the accommodation to fluctuations of refuse type and volume.
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Fig. 15 Map relating to dioxin decomposition of fluid bed incinerators
Purpose
Technical
item

Dioxin
decomposition
only

Cost reduction

Improved
maintenance

Accommodation
to fluctuations
of refuse type
and volume

Heat recovery
and others

Application 84- 87- 90- 93- 96- 84- 87- 90- 93- 96- 84- 87- 90- 93- 96- 84- 87- 90- 93- 96- 84- 87- 90- 93- 96year
86 89 92 95 98 86 89 92 95 98 86 89 92 95 98 86 89 92 95 98 86 89 92 95 98

Fluid bed
combustion
characteristics
Secondary
combustion
temperature control
Secondary
combustion
mixing control
Secondary combustion
retention time
represents one patent.

(5) Map Portraying Changes of
Influential Industrial Field in
Technological Development
Industry field C
This map (Fig. 16) shows
changes in a major industry
Industry field B
field active in the area of a
technology field.
Industry field A
A change in the major industry field means that the development of the major technology field entered a new stage.
Application year
The change in industry field
responsible for the technology
field is useful in finding the potential for new entry into that
industry field.

Fig. 16 Analysis of changes in numbers
of patent applications by industry field

Number of applications

Case 9: Number of patent applications by industry
field relating to the shape of rotary blades of tenoning
machines (Fig. 17)
Fig. 17 shows the changes in the respective numbers of
patent applications by dividing those manufacturers ranked
from first to tenth in the number of patent applications
throughout the entire period into industry fields consisting of
19
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Fig. 17 Number of patent applications
by industry field relating to the shape
of rotary blades of tenoning machines
Number of applications (totals for each period)
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woodworking machinery,
power tools, tools, construction materials, housing and others with respect
to rotary blade tenoning
machines.
In this study, a clear
change in leading industry
field from the power tool
to the woodworking
machinery can be seen. On
the basis of this information, technical factors permitting new entry into the
field can be further clarified by analyzing main
manufacturers and core
technologies of the woodworking machinery.

(6) Map Portraying a Technological Development
This map (Fig. 18) shows elementary technologies
mutually connected by a core technology in the order of
patents filed for important technologies relating to new methods, new structures etc.
This patent map
makes it possible
Fig. 18: Map of technology development
to view the technical structure
Technology
Technology
Technology
Theme
having A element
having B element
having C element
technology
and the expanse
of technological
C patent
development of
the technology
B patent
field, the exisA2 patent
A1 patent
tence of specific
patents that must
be paid attention.
In addition, since
20
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it also provides a complete image of the technology field, it
is capable of providing a hint for forecasting the direction of
technological development and planning of new products.

Case 10: Basic patents for semiconductor lasers (Fig. 19)
Fig. 19 shows basic patents of semiconductor lasers in
chronological order. It can be seen that the world's first
semiconductor laser was invented by a Japanese in 1957.
Later, new devices were invented, led primarily by the US,
and various inventions were added to enable laser excitation
at low temperatures and eventually at room temperature. At
the practical application stage, it can be seen that Japan has
overcome technological problems including prevention of
deterioration, unification of vertical mode, and reduction of
threshold value for excitation.
Since the direction of technological development can be
expanded by following the course of a core technology like
showing the above map, the actual development plan can be
provided.
3. To Seek Business Opportunities
In order to enter into a new business, it is necessary to
accurately grip the market needs and technological needs, as
well as focus on those fields in which patents have not been
applied thus far. In addition, it is also necessary to evaluate
the value of patents and efficiently to introduce patents targeted at an important technology field.
Patent map can show matrix analyzing multi-faceted
seeds and needs of a technology field.
(1) Map Portraying the Status Quo of Applications with
Multiple Perspective of a Technology Field
This map shows multiple viewpoints, including technologies, uses and applicants, into a matrix to analyze the
strength of development activities (and patent rights) of a
21
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Fig. 19 Basic patents of semiconductor lasers
October 15,
1962 (Priority)
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
41-15458
IBM (USA)
Use direct transitional
type semiconductor
material, such as GaAs,
as an active layer.
January 11, 1960
USP 3,059,117
Bell Laboratory
(USA)
Laser equipment
with optical pumping
or with carrier
injected
in the pn junction
April 22, 1959
(Priority)
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
36-20114
Siemens (Germany)
Laser amplifier with
a semiconductor pn
junction inserted in
waveguide

May 1, 1970
USP 3,758,875
Bell Laboratory (USA)
Use the emission area
of the heterojunction
and a narrow
electrode structure.

February 21,
1963 (Priority)
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
44-14137
IBM (USA)
Increase current
density by designing
the current path in a
belt-like stripe pattern.
August 16, 1963
USP 3,309,553
Varian (USA)
Form the junction
of different types
of semiconductors
with large EG
on both sides
of an active layer.

June 26, 1972
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
52-40958
Hitachi Ltd.
Stripe structure
with a buried mesa
type active area

October 9,
1970 (Priority)
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
52-26436
Siemens (Germany)
Ensure a low threshold
value by periodically
changing the
concentration
of an impurity
in an active area.

April 1, 1969
USP 3,626,257
IBM (USA)
Provide a superlattice
structure by
periodically changing
the composition
of a compound
semiconductor.

April 22, 1957
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
35-13787
WATANABE
Maser which amplifies
incident electromagnetic
waves using the pn
junction of
semiconductor

May 9, 1973
Jap. Unexamined
Pat. Publn. (Kokai)
No. Sho 50-2884
Hitachi Ltd.
Ensure unification
of the frequency
by periodically
changing the thickness
of a GaAlAs active layer.

May 23, 1980
Jap. Unexamined Pat.
Publn. (Kokai) No.
Sho 56-164588
NTT
Ensure a low threshold
value by using a quantum
well layer whose
wavelength is equal to
or lower than the de
Broglie wavelength
in an active layer.

April 6, 1973
Jap. Unexamined Pat.
Publn. (Kokai) No.
Sho 49-128689
NEC
Ensure unification
of the frequency
by forming diffraction
grating outside
an active area.
January 9, 1980
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Hei
1-56547
Principle of Tokyo
Institute of Technology
Form a resonator
on a substrate vertically
and let the current flow
toward the resonator.

May 29, 1963
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
41-18659
NEC
Surface emission
structure formed with
a resonator mirror having
Au on the substrate
side and Sn on the surface
September 16, 1963
USP 3,290,539
RCA (USA)
Reflect edge emission
at the side wall
to provide vertical
emission

March 25, 1964
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
42-9412
NEC
Arrange plural stripe
type lasers with
different oscillation
wavelengths side
by side.

September 16, 1963
USP 3,290,539
RCA (USA)
Two-dimensional
array having vertical
emission type
elements laid out
two-dimensionally

June 8, 1976
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
60-55998
NTT
Prevent degradation
by using As2Se3
for an edge
protecting layer.

November 15, 1976
Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku) No. Sho
54-11233
NTT
Reduce optical absorption
by turning an edge portion
into a transmittive
oxide through ion injection
in the edge portion.
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technology field. Viewing these
strengths makes it possible to ovserve
the characteristics of the technical
field and decide the direction of product development. In addition, stable
fields in which technology has
already been established or prospect
fields in which there are few patents
can also be found.

Fig. 20: Three-dimensional bar graph
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Typical examples of this map
include three-dimensional bar graphs
like those shown in Fig. 20, and conFig. 21: Matrix chart
tour graphs and
☆: Other companies ★: Own company
matrix charts like
Safety
Total
Reliability Economic feasibility Sense of quality
those shown in Fig.
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Total column : No. of rights held by other companies (upper figure)
and those held by own company (lower figure)

Fig. 22 Number of patent applications
by uses and by IC cards
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Case 11: Number
of patent applications by uses and
by IC cards (Fig.
22)
Fig. 22 shows
what types of IC
cards are used in the
form of a threedimensional matrix
bar graph. It can be
understood from this
graph that memory
cards are frequently
used in automatic
vending machines,
banking and card
processing systems,
microcomputer cards
are used in banking
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systems, automatic vending machines and cash dispensers,
multi-functional cards are used in electronic books, inventory
control, so-called time cards for time and personnel registration systems, and non-contact cards are used in traffic control
systems and card processing systems to take advantage of
their non-contact characteristics.
(2) Maps Portraying Problems in a Technological
Development
This map shows important problems that inventions are
attempting to solve, its objectives, means of attaining the
objectives and the effects of these inventions by scanning
typical patents in a specific technology field, by summarizing those results in the form of a list.
Since this map indicates concrete problems to be solved
along with the various corresponding means for solving
those problems, it can serve as a shortcut in finding solutions
to similar technical problems encountered.
In addition, since the correlation between object/effect
and methods/means is shown in a time series, it is possible to
judge the direction of technological development.
Case 12: Problems and solutions of typical patents for
the processing of agricultural waste into fertilizer (Fig.
23)
Fig. 23 shows a objectives/methods matrix for the processing of animal and plant waste into fertilizer.
It can be understood from this figure that the promotion
of fermentation to produce fertilization in a short period of
time by using microorganisms, aerating during fermentation
or employing various types of control has been the most
important technological issue in recent years.
These are all considered to be uses of microbial culturing technology and know-how due to the growing activity in
24
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Fig. 23 Problems and solutions of typical patents
for the processing of agricultural waste into fertilizer
Objective/effect
Method/means

Promotion
of fermentation
'80 '85 '90

the field of bio science.

Improvement
Standardization
of fertilizer quality of fertilizer quality Cost reduction
'80 '85 '90
'80 '85 '90
'80 '85 '90

Although fermentation processAdditives
△
ing is normally carried out by microorMicroorganisms
ganisms in the case
of converting agricultural waste into
△
Aeration
fertilizer, due to the
△
high fiber content
Control
(cellulose) which is
● : Published or registered patents △ : Unexamined patents (pending)
different from livestock waste and
marine waste, a
longer period of time and a larger area are required to obtain
fertilizer. Consequently, accelerating fermentation to convert
to fertilizer in a shorter period of time by pretreating the
waste, using specific species of microorganisms, performing
aeration during fermentation or applying various types of
control is becoming main technological target. Among these
methods, although pretreatment has been carried out since
long ago, it can be seen that efforts have concentrated on
microorganisms, aeration and control starting in the latter
half of the 1980s.
Pretreatment
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Moreover, it can also be seen that improving the quality
of fertilizer has recently become an important target.
Case 13: Problems and solutions of the development
of optical disk recording technology (Fig. 24)
Fig. 24 shows the multiplex recording system and
multi-value recording system with respect to the big target of
high-density recording and illustrates the basic techniques
and related techniques that support the basic techniques,
such as pit shapes and cross-talking.
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Fig. 24 Problems and solutions of the development of optical disk recording technology
Problem of invention
Problem Specific ploblem

To improve
high-density
recording
by a multiplex
recording
system

High-density recording

Recording

To improve
high-density
recording
by a multi-value
recording
system

Solutions

Patents

Plural wavelengths are used for storing address information by
using an optical disk medium whose optical property changes
according to the wavelength of a laser beam.

Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku)
No. Hei 7-82645

In wavelength-multiplex recording, signals are prerecorded on a
part of an optical disk medium with lights of individual wavelengths
to be used, and at the time of signal recording or reproducing, the
signals are read from the part and the wavelength of a light source
is tuned to the individual wavelengths.

Patent No.
2505790

A recording medium having plural recording films and a reflection
film is used, and one of the recording films is selected by utilizing
the phenomenon such that as a laser beam is supplied from the
recording film side, it interferes with reflected light from the
reflection film to thereby produce a light intensity distribution, and
utilizing the phenomenon that the intensity distribution differs
according to the wavelength of the laser beam.

Patent No.
2810185

Writing of a 3-value reflectance according to the amorphous state,
the crystal state and the Au deposited state becomes possible by
irradiating laser beams of two intensities on an optical disk
medium which has a thin alloy film of Au and Si.

Patent No.
2532068

With phosphorus used for a recording material, heat application
turns white phosphorus to red phosphorus. Changing the degree
of the heat causes a continuous or stepwise change in thickness,
thus improving the recording density.

Patent No.
2601266

Stable multi-value reproduction levels by comparing a preset
pattern signal with its reproduced signal level, controlling a
modulation circuit according to the comparison result to thereby
control the laser emission condition, such as the recording power
or the recording pulse width, and setting the optimal recording

Patent No.
2634827

Multiplex recording is ensured by forming multiple status-varying
portions with different crystallinities and sizes in a phase change
recording medium in accordance with the energy of a laser beam.

Patent No.
2642422

A single recording marker is allowed to contain multiple pieces of
information by reducing reflected light at the time of reproduction
by narrowing the edge portions of first and second recording
markers and the width of the second recording marker.

Jap. Pat. Publn.
(Kokoku)
No. Hei 8-7882

The high-density recording has
been the target since the development
on optical disks began, and various
solutions have been proposed.
Most of the solutions are associated with the researches on shapes of
the recording markers that are the
minimum units to represent recording. This popularity seems to have
resulted from relatively easier and
quicker developments on the markers'
shapes that can be achieved by controlling the laser beam.
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(3) Map Portraying Correspondence between Problems and
Technologies
This map provides a matrix of technical problems and
solvable technologies (including means for achieving,
devices and operating principles) for representative patents
related to a technology field. It is even more effective to
additionally indicate the strength of the solvable technologies
by using number of patents. By showing technologies
required for problems to solve and considering the technical
potential of one's own company, it is possible to estimate the
degree of difficulty of realizing a development plan.
Case 14: Problems and solutions of technological
development of semiconductor lasers (Fig. 25)
Fig. 25 shows the correlation between problems on the

Fig. 25 Problems and solutions of technological development
of semiconductor lasers
Technical fields of solutions
Device technology
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development of the semiconductor laser and the technical
fields with which their solutions are associated in terms of
the number of typical patents in the last 20 years or so.
As is apparent from this map, the technological development
on semiconductor lasers has overcome the technical barriers
against practical usage, such as reduced threshold level of
oscillation at room temperature, prevention of heat-oriented
deterioration, stabilization of the transverse mode, improvement on the higher function and integration, which appeared
one after another.
The analysis on the typical patents in the last 20 years
or so shows that the technological development was concentrated on the improvement on the higher function.
4. To Know Properties of Applicants
In the case of considering to enter in a new business or
introducing related patent technology, it is important to
observe the overall image of those companies active in the
technology field. In addition, since the direction of technological development is affected by the background of the
company engaged in development, knowing what industry
field that company belongs is important in predicting the
direction of technological development. Moreover, looking
at the structure of applicants makes it possible to estimate
whether or not a field can be easily entered by a small or
medium-size company.
Patent maps can indicate information including lists of
companies filing large number of patent applications, the
industry field of companies filing applications in that technical field, the distribution of patent applications by nationality, patent application trends of government agencies etc.
(1) Map Portraying Applicants Having Filed Many
Applications
This map shows the numbers of patent applications
filed by applicants for a specific technology field in decreas28
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ing order using a bar graph.
In addition to making it possible to know the main companies in the technical field, this patent map allows to know
the status of the entrance of medium and small-size companies as well as foreign companies.
By additionally analyzing the technical specialties of
these specific companies and comparing them with the
potential of one's own company, this information can be used
to select candidates for technical tie-ups and technology
grants as well as survey the potential for entering a particular
technical field.
Case 15: Major applicants of laser marking (Fig. 26)
Fig. 26: Major applicants of laser marking
< Domestic medium and small-size companies >
Miyachi Technos
Sinx
Koken
Hatsuko

Leading applicants

< Domestic large companies >
NEC Corp.
Hitachi, Ltd.
Toshiba Corp.
Komatsu Ltd.
Fuji Electric Co. Ltd.
Mitsubishi Electric Corp.
Ushio Inc.
Nippon Steel Corp.
Sony Corp.
Teijin Ltd.
< Applicants of foreign countries >
Ciba Geigy (Switzerland)
Dr. Ing. Rudolf (Germany)
Texas Instruments (US)
0

20

40

60

80

100

120

140

Number of applications

Fig. 26 indicates the names of applicants filing the
much numbers of laser marking patent applications while
dividing them according to company size.
In looking at those applicants of laser marking patents,
electrical manufacturers consisting of NEC Corp., Hitachi
Ltd. and Toshiba Corp. account for the top three spots, while
29
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the industrial machinery manufacturer, Komatsu Ltd., is
ranked fourth. Other electrical manufacturers such as Fuji
Electric Co. Ltd. occupy the fifth through seventh positions.
Medium and small-size companies appearing near the top of
the rankings include Miyachi Technos and Sinx. Although it
can also be seen that the Swiss company of Ciba-Geigy and
others appear as foreign applicants, their numbers of patent
applications filed are not many.
(2) Map Portraying Types of Applicants (Individuals,
Companies, Government Offices, etc.)
This map shows the number of patent applications and
applicants of a technology field for each classification such
as individuals, companies, and government offices using a
bar graph, polygonal line graph, pie graph or radar chart etc.
Among applicants, government offices are promising sources
for providing technology. In the case of large numbers of
individuals, unlisted companies and medium and small-size
companies, that technology field is considered to be easy to
enter. Viewing this map is useful in proposing the direction
of technological development at one's own company.
Fig. 27 Percentages of numbers of patent applications
by types of applicants relating
to AIDS treatment technologies
Applications filed for AIDS treatment technologies overall
Companies
90%

Individuals
Government offices
5%
5%
Total 662 applications
Applications filed by Japanese

Applications filed by foreigners

Companies
87%

Individuals
Government offices
11%
2%
Total 116 applications

Companies
90%

Individuals
Government offices
4%
6%
Total 546 applications
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Case 16: Types of
applicants relating
to AIDS treatment
technologies (Fig.
27)
Fig. 27 shows
the percentages of
patent applications
filed relating to AIDS
treatment technology
in major uses of
immuno
therapy
according to the type
of applicant.
According to
this figure, the number
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of applications by individuals (such as university professors)
is relatively large among applications filed by Japanese,
while among applications filed by foreigners, the number of
applications filed by government offices is relatively large.
On the basis of these findings, it can be seen that, with
respect to serious social problems like AIDS, technological
development is performed by universities and government
offices, and in foreign countries in particular, governments
exhibit strong leadership.
(3) Map Portraying Numbers of Applications According to
the Nationalities of Applicants
This map indicates the number of patent applications
according to nationality that were filed by a foreign entity in
Japan. In addition, the same method may be used to indicate
the number of applications filed for US and European patents
as well. Examples of methods for expressing this information include indication of the percentages of applications
using a pie graph, and indication of the changes in number of
applications filed using polygonal line graphs and bar
graphs.
In the case of indicating the numbers of patent applications filed by nationality with a pie graph, the degree of entry
into the Japanese and overseas markets can be known for
each country. In the case of indicating changes in the numbers of applications filed, trends relating to entrance and
withdrawal from a particular field can be known. This map
makes it possible to judge the degree of entrance into the
Japanese market by overseas manufacturers as well as the
overseas trends of prominent manufacturers. This can be
used to make timely managing judgments regarding the
development of competitive products, technical tie-ups etc.
Case 17: Acquisition status by country of US patents
relating to semiconductor lasers (Fig. 28)
Fig. 28 shows the results of classifying applicants of US
patents relating to semiconductor lasers according to nation31
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Fig. 28 Acquisition status by country
of US patents relating to semiconductor lasers
Netherlands 0.6%

US 44.6%

UK
1.2%

Canada 1.1%
South Korea
1.2%

Others
10.4%

Others
1.0%

France 2.7%
Japan 45.0%

Germany
2.6%

ality. What is noteworthy
in this figure is that 45%
of the patent applications
are from Japan. This
percentage is equal to the
percentage of applicants
of US nationality, and
indicates that US patents
are
nearly
shared
between Japan and the
US in two halves.

Since countries other than the US and Japan such as
France, Germany, UK, Canada and South Korea account for
1-2% each, the percentage of Japanese US applications can
be seen to be extremely large with respect to applications
from countries other than the US. Incidentally, although
there are cases in which European companies, such as
Phillips of the Netherlands, file US patents through their US
subsidiaries like Phillips USA, even when considering this
point, the number of Japanese patent applications filed in the
US still account for an extremely high percentage in comparison with other countries filing patent applications in the US.
(4) Map Portraying Composition of Applications by Industry
Type
This map shows the numbers of applicants or patent
applications using a pie graph or bar graph and so forth by
classifying applicants of a specific technology field according to industry type. This map makes it possible to consider
whether a target technology field is an oligopolistic field in
which a specific industry type plays a leading role, or a field
in which there are few barriers to entrance and various industry types coexist.
Case 18: Composite ratios of industry types for major
applicants (Figs. 29 and 30)
Figs. 29 and 30 show the percentages of the numbers of
32
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Fig. 29 Composite ratios of industry types
for major applicants from 1977 to 1979
Electronic equipment
manufacturers
Battery
manufacturers

18%
33%

17%
35%

47%
50%

Inner circle:
Percentages
of the numbers
of applicants
Outer circle:
Percentages
of the numbers
of applications

applicants on the inner circle
of a pie graph, and the percentages of numbers of
applications filed on the
outer circle by classifying
applicants for secondary batteries according to industry
type.

Twenty years ago,
major applicants consisted
only of battery manufacturFig. 30 Composite ratios of industry types
ers, general electrical equipfor major applicants from 1995 to 1997
ment manufacturers and
Automobile
Others
manufacturers
2
electronic equipment manuBattery
8% %
manufacturers
25%
facturers. Recently however,
6%
Material
22%
manufacturers 13%
16%
due to the entrance of material manufacturers, automo9%
bile manufacturers and othGeneral electrical
equipment
22%
Electronic
16%
manufacturers
ers, these manufacturers
equipment
manufacturers
25%
have come to account for
Inner circle:
36%
Percentages
44% of major applicants in
of the numbers of applicants
Outer circle:
terms of the number of
Percentages of the numbers of applications
applicants and 23% in terms
of the number of applications. On the other hand, the percentage of battery manufacturers had dropped considerably from 50% to 22% in terms
of the number of applicants, and from 47% to 25% in terms
of the number of applications. However, even though the
percentage of general electrical equipment manufacturers has
decreased from 17% to 9% in terms of the number of applicants, in terms of the number of applications, the percentage
has increased, although only slightly, from 35% twenty years
ago to the current level of 36%.
General electrical
equipment manufacturers

5. To Deal with the Globalization of Business
Economic activities of the twenty first century are
required to take into perspective not only the domestic market, but a wide range of overseas markets as well.
33
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Patent maps can be used to analyze patent application
filing trends in the US and Europe, as well as provide a
detailed analysis of filing trends for specific technology field
in a drastic international competition.
(1) Map Portraying Structural Differences of Applications
among the US, Europe and Japan
This map shows differences in filing structure in the
US, Europe and Japan by analyzing the number of patent
applications and number of applicants relating to a specific
technology field using various characteristics of applicants.
Examples of applicant characteristics that are used
include classification of applicant type such as an individual,
company or government office, classification of industry
type such as electricity, machinery or chemicals, and classification of corporate size such as a venture company, medium
or small-size company or large company.
It is sometimes necessary to utilize information other
than patent information, as in the case of classifying into
industry type or company size, in order to make these classifications.
Case 19: Composition of number of applicants by
industry type related to genetic engineering (Fig. 31)
Fig. 31 shows the percentage of the number of applicants by applicant type such as university/research institutions, venture companies and chemical companies for
Japanese applicants of Japanese patents and all applicants of
US patents.
It can be seen from this figure that, in contrast to
Japanese applicants of Japanese patents being characterized
by technology development primarily by manufacturers such
as chemical companies, pharmaceutical companies, food
manufacturers and breweries, the majority of applicants of
US patents are universities and research institutions, indicating that the emphasis is placed on basic research of genetic
34
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Fig. 31 Composition of number of applicants
by industry type related to genetic engineering
Japanese applicants of Japanese patents
Venture
companies
2%
Analytical instrument
manufacturers
4%

Universities and research institutions
12%
Pharmaceutical
companies
25%

Chemical
companies
33%

Food manufacturers
and breweries
24%

Applicants of US patents
Food manufacturers and breweries
3%
Chemical
companies
8%
Universities
and research
institutions
52%

Venture
companies
32%

engineering.
(2) Map Portraying Upper
Ranked Applicants (Right
Holders) of Foreign
Countries
This map shows the
applicants relating to a
specific technology field
in descending order of the
number of patent applications. This makes it possible to know the names
of main companies specializing in that field,
while also identifying
competitors and possible
companies for technical
tie-ups on overseas markets.

Case 20: Top ranking applicants for online shopping in
the US and Japan (Fig. 32)
Fig. 32 is a list of the applicants in the descending order
of patent applications for US patents relating to online shopping.
As is indicated in this list, prominent companies in this
field on the US market include IBM, Hitachi, Fujitsu and
Microsoft. By comparing the strong technologies and weak
technologies of one's own company with those of these
prominent companies, it is possible to focus on competitors
and possible companies for technical tie-ups in the case of
entering the US market.
(3) Map Portraying Expanses of a Technology Development
in Foreign Countries
This map shows the mutual relationship of core patents
relating to a specific technology field while focusing on tech35
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Unassigned or assigned to individual(*)
16
International Business Machines
9
Hitachi (Japan)
7
Fujitsu (Japan)
6
Microsoft
6
Electronic Data Systems
5
Pitney-Bowes
4
Digital River
3
Oracle
3
Clear With Computers
3
Casio Computer 5 (Japan)
3
Sun Microsystems
3
AT & T Global Information Solutions
3
Anderson Consulting
* Individual registration but different persons

Online shopping:
Japan: 2,082 applications
US: 500 applications
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Japan:
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applications
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Fig. 32 Top ranking applicants
for online shopping
in the US and Japan
(excerpt of US patents only)

Security technology:
* Privacy
* Passwords
* Authorization
* Signatures

Payment
center
Electronic payment
technology
* Electronic transfers
* Electronic money
* Credit processing
Banks and
credit companies

Convenience stores
Security and insurance firms
POS systems:
Japan: 4,480 applications
US: 355 applications

Financial companies:
Japan: 1,421 applications
US: 504 applications

nical characteristics, filing dates, cited references etc. There
are many cases in which core patents are arranged chronologically.
As a result, overseas technology trends can be estimated
and used as hints for the planning and proposal of new products. In addition, knowing the source of a technology can be
used as information that provides hints for creating new
ideas.
Case 21: Map concerning invoice and payment technology field (Fig. 33)
Fig. 33 shows chronologically the technical characteristics of key patents in Japan and the US relating to invoice
and payment technology field which constitutes the main
field of electronic commerce. These technical characteristics
were extracted by scanning the entire patent information.
In this field, although a patent application was first filed
in Japan for technology relating to payment settlement of
36
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Fig. 33 Map concerning invoice and payment technology
'86
'91
Years and months indicate the filing date or priority date.

US

Invoice /
payment

Automation of medical
clerical work

Facilitation of medical
payment clerical work

Payment Proxy
Service

December 1986
(Medical Payment
Systems)
USP 4,858,121
Hospital terminals
are connected to a
computer in a center,
and medical clerical
work is automated
on the basis of preregistered patient
files.

October 1989 (NGS
American)
USP 5,070,452
Processing of
medical payments is
facilitated by
computerized control
of patient health
insurance
subscription status
by a third-party
institution other than
health care
institutions and
health insurance
institutions.

July 1991 (Check
Free)
USP 5,383,113
Payment clerical work
is performed on the
behalf of customers by
customers collectively
conveying multiple
invoice information.

Common Ticket
Payment System

Japan

Japanese Patent
Publication (Kokoku)
No. Hei 3-35710
Common tickets
issued by one's own
company and by
another company are
kept and totaled, after
which fares are
adjusted by each
company at a fare
adjustment office.

★1

★2

train tickets, in the US, it can be seen to have started from
the automation of medical payment clerical work.
Fig. 34 Map of cited patents relating to DNA chips
in the US (Excerpt)
5,807,522 (95.06.07)
The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Methods for fabricating microarrays of biological samples
5,770,365 (95.08.25)
Tm Technologies, Inc.
Nucleic acid capture moieties
5,556,752
(94.10.24)
Affymetrix, Inc.
Surface-bound,
unimolecular,
double-stranded
DNA

5,869,244 (96.05.17)
INV: Martin; Jean-Rene
Procedure for the analysis of biological substances in a conductive liquid medium
5,770,722 (96.06.13)
Affymetrix, Inc.
Surface-bound, unimolecular, double-stranded DNA
5,827,482 (96.08.20)
Motorola Corp.
Transistor-based apparatus and method for molecular detection and field enhancement
5,772,855 (97.04.17)
Bend Research, Inc.
Preparation of bioactive compounds by plasma synthesis

5,578,832
(94.09.02)
Affymetrix, Inc.
Method and
apparatus for
imaging a sample
on a device
5,632,957
(94.09.09)
Nanogen
Molecular biological
diagnostic
systems including
electrodes

5,807,522 (95.06.07)
The Board of Trustees of the Leland Stanford Junior University
Methods for fabricating microarrays of biological samples
5,751,839 (95.06.21)
Chemunex (FR)
Apparatus and process for the detection and counting of rarely occurring mammalian cells
5,834,758 (96.09.04)
Affymetrix, Inc.
Method and apparatus for imaging a sample on a device
5,849,486 (954.09.27)
Nanogen, Inc.
Methods for hybridization analysis utilizing electrically controlled hybridization
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Case 22: Map of
cited patents relating
to DNA chips in the
US (Excerpt) (Fig. 34)
Fig. 34 shows US
patents relating to
DNA chip methods
that constitute the leading-edge technologies
of DNA base sequence
analysis, an important
technology in the field
of genetic engineering,
along with those
patents in which they
were later cited.
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According to this figure, USP 5,556,752 (Affymetrix) is
cited in 6 patent applications, USP 5,578,832 (Affymetrix) is
cited in 3 patent applications, and USP 5,632,957 (Nanogen)
is cited in 1 patent application.
Analysis of the technology fields of the citing patents
makes it possible to view the expanse of technology fields,
thereby providing a clue for new inventions and ideas in various uses.
6. Examples of Combination of Patent Maps
The followings are examples combined with more than
one patent map in order to show what can be actually
observed.
Figure 35 Uses of highly functional fibers
Approximately 34,000 patent applications have been
filed relating to processing of highly functional fibers,
and 25 types of functional technology development
have been performed seeking higher performance of
fibers and comfort such as reduced unpleasantness.

From natural fibers
To synthetic fibers
Providing high
performance

Mechanical property modification (high performance)
● Wear resistance ● High young's modulus ● High strength

Reducing
discomfort
Comfortableness
Environment Health

Thermal function modification
Thermal resistance ● Flame resistance ● Flame-proof
● Self-extinguishing property ● Flame retardancy
Optical function modification
● UV ray shielding ● Reflection ● Light interference
Electric and electronic function modifications
● Anti-static property ● Conductivity ● Electromagnetic shielding
Moisture adjustment function modification
● Water-repellency, water-proof ● Oil-repellency
● Water absorption ● Hygroscopicity
● Water-resisting moisture permeability
Dyeing function modification
● Level dyeing ● Waste water treatment
● Ink-jet printing ● Concentrated dye treatment ● Printing
Morphological function modification
● Dimensional stability ● W & W ● Durability ● Anti-pilling property
● Shape memory
Anti-staining modification
● Repellency ● Wetting ● Anti-fungus property ● Attached form
Deodorizing processing
● Adsorption ● Degradation ● Antibacterial property
● Photocatalyst ● Emission of perfume
Biocompatibility
Biodegradability
● Water-solubility ● Natural polymer ● Microorganism product
● Chemical synthetic system
Antibacterial processing
● Mildew-proof ● Repellency ● Anti MRS ● Mildew-proof
● Sterilization
●
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Case 1: - Exploring market
(consumer) needs <Functional fiber processing>
Following the Second World
War, the development of synthetic fibers such as Nylon and
polyester fibers started, taking
the place of natural fibers.
Fig. 35 shows technological
development from various functional fibers for industrial applications to fibers reduced
unpleasantness for consumer
applications. This was followed by inventions of a variety
of functional fibers which were
stimulated by the development
toward new fashionable fibers.
In addition, according to Fig.
36, when looking at 25 functions of fibers processing
according to their individual
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Figure 36 Number of applications of highly functional
fibers by production process
In looking at the number of patent
applications for each function in three
production processes, those processes
which have the largest number of
patent applications can be compared.

Sound
Environment
Magnetic property
Electromagnetic property
Light interference
Ultraviolet ray
Superconductivity
Conductivity
Electricity control
Thermal sensing
Flame resistance
Flame retardancy
Water repellency
Water-solubility
Water-proof
Water absorption
Biocompatibility
Deodorizing
Antibacterial property
Refreshing
Biodegradability
Shape
Ease of dyeing
Dust-proof
Anti-staining

Number of patent applications

4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

In the past, many
functional fibers were
formed by woven fabrics, fiber surface
improvements, and the
surface covering of knitting. Internal improveFabric production
process
ment of fibers and technology for imparting
various functions in the
thread and spinning
processes increased, and
diverse applications to
ultrafine fibers, porous
Dyeing and
finishing process
fibers and hollow fibers
became conspicuous.
This trend was particularly prominent in terms
of effects demonstrated
by focusing on the materials, examples of which
include electrical conductivity, flame resistance, antibacterial
properties and ease of dyeing. On the other hand, technological development attempted to find ways to achieve advantages in terms of health, environment and comfort, and a
diverse range of functions were combined, such as moisture
absorption/water-resistant moisture permeability and
antibacterial deodorizing, anti-static and deodorizing, waterresistant moisture permeability and flame resistance, resulting in development of textile of higher quality level.

Sound
Environment
Magnetic property
Electromagnetic property
Light interference
Ultraviolet ray
Superconductivity
Conductivity
Electricity control
Thermal sensing
Flame resistance
Flame retardancy
Water repellency
Water-solubility
Water-proof
Water absorption
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Biodegradability
Shape
Ease of dyeing
Dust-proof
Anti-staining

Number of patent applications

4,000
3,500
3,000
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2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

Raw material and
thread production
process

Sound
Environment
Magnetic property
Electromagnetic property
Light interference
Ultraviolet ray
Superconductivity
Conductivity
Electricity control
Thermal sensing
Flame resistance
Flame retardancy
Water repellency
Water-solubility
Water-proof
Water absorption
Biocompatibility
Deodorizing
Antibacterial property
Refreshing
Biodegradability
Shape
Ease of dyeing
Dust-proof
Anti-staining

Number of patent applications

4,000
3,500
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500
1,000
500
0

processes, a large number of patent applications can be seen to have
been filed in the initial
processes involving raw
materials and thread
production (spinning).
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Case 2: Clean environment is today's vital need
<Functional Plastics>
Figs. 37 and 38 are examples of new materials that were
Fig. 37 Number of patent applications
and applicants for biodegradable plastics
Approximately 6,000 patent applications have
been filed for biodegradable plastics, and the
number of applications as well as the number
of applicants have been increasing since
around 1990.

Number of applications /
Number of applicants

700

Fig. 38 Technology categories
of biodegradable plastics
patents
Technology consists primarily
of synthetic methods and uses
development, the percentage
of technology accounted for
by the uses development is
particularly high.

Number of applications

600
500

Number of applicants

Applications
43.7%

400

Synthesis
methods
29.6%

300
200
100
0
77

79

81

83

85

Laminates Molding
3.6%
4.5%
87

89

Year of application

91

93

95

Compositions,
processing
18.6%

97

born out of concern over environmental problems. Full-scale
research on biodegradable plastics began just over ten years
ago, and the number of patent applications have increased
rapidly. New synthetic methods and market exploitation lie
at the center of this development.
Fig. 39 shows that the development has been turned to
agricultural uses and packaging materials related to home
garbage containers.
Case 3: To search business opportunities
<Bio remediation>
Fig. 40 is an example of new technology field that
solves the problem of environmental contamination using the
natural capabilities of microorganisms. The number of
patent applications has increased rapidly since around 1993
as a treatment technology that creates little concern over secondary contamination caused by chemical substances.
It can be seen from Fig. 41 that reduction of treatment
time, improvement of reaction controllability and bio-safety,
40
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Fig. 39 Typical applications of biodegradable plastics
The uses development has
demonstrated expansion into
applications closely
associated with everyday life,
progressing from health care,
packaging containers and
then to agricultural uses.

Number of applications

60

Packaging containers

50

Prosthetic materials,
suture thread, etc.

40
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Drug envelope materials

20
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0
77 79 81 83 85
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97
Year of applications

Cultivation materials,
agricultural films

Fig. 40 Number of applications for bio remediation related to contaminated soil
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There have been 161 patent
applications filed relating to
bio remediation. This
technology is expected to
grow in the future, and the
number of applications filed
is increasingly rapidly.
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and treatment of highly concentrated contaminating substances are problems to be solved in the future.
Case 4: To know main industry type
<Superconductivity>
Fig. 42 shows the major developers of superconductivity technology field according to the industry types of the
applicants. It can be seen that the development of superconductivity technology has been led by the electrical machinery
and steel/metal industry fields.
Figs. 43 and 44 show the kinds of technological devel41
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Fig. 41 Target substance and technology related to bio remediation
Technology Addition of
chemical Control
agents
'90 '95
'90 '95
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substance
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Organic chlorine
compounds

Many typical patents relate to
treatment of soil contaminated by
organic chlorine compounds such as
trichloroethylene. Emphasis is also
placed on the addition of chemicals
such as microorganism nutrient
sources and oxygen sources as well
as treatment equipment for the
purpose of increasing treatment
efficiency. Patents began to
concentrate on treatment equipment
with respect to all target substances
starting in 1995.
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Fig. 42 Number of applications of superconductivity technology by industry type
(1977-1997 applications)
14,000

Approximately 24,000
patent applications have
been filed relating to
superconductivity
technology, and the
electrical machinery and
steel/metal industry
fields have taken the
initiative in the
development of
technology.

Total number of applications: 23,997
12,000
Number of applications

10,000
8,000
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
Electricity/gas

Transportation/communications

Transport/precision instruments

Electrical machinery

Machinery

Steel/metal

Rubber/ceramics

Chemicals/petroleum

Textiles/paper

Construction

opment pertaining to superconductivity in the electrical
machinery and steel/metal industry fields, respectively.
In the electrical machinery industry field, for example,
although the ratio of elementary technology to applied technology is 6:4, in the steel/metal industry fields, the ratio of
elementary technology to applied technology is 8:2, thus
indicating that technology development is being conducted
42
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Fig. 43 Kinds of technological development in the electrical machinery
field (1977-1997 applications)
Measurement/health care
6%

Communications/information
7%
High energy
A large proportion of the
2%
technology developed in
the electrical machinery
industry field is for uses
(such as power
generation equipment).

Materials
8%
Cooling
15%

Power electrical
machinery
functional parts
9%

Power generation
equipment
28%
Applied technology
43%
Elementary technology
57%

Electronic machinery
functional parts
25%

Fig. 44 Kinds of technological development in the steel/metal industry fields
(1977-1997 applications)
High energy
1%
Power generation
equipment
13%

Communications/information
1% Measurement/health care
4%
Materials
16%

Cooling
7%
Electronic machinery
functional parts
15%

Applied technology
19%

A large proportion of the
technology developed in
the steel/metal industry
fields is for elementary
technology (such as
power electrical
machinery functional
parts).

Power electrical machinery
functional parts
43%
Elementary technology
81%

focusing primarily on elementary technology.

Case 5: - To deal with the globalization of business<Genetic Engineering>
It can be seen from Fig. 45 that US patent applications
relating to genetic engineering began to be filed around
1974, increased rapidly starting in 1980, and have continued
to demonstrate an increasing trend since that time.
Fig. 46 shows that in the US, the majority of those
patent applications were filed by universities and research
43
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Fig. 45 Number of US patent applications related
to genetic engineering
Approximately 10,000 US patents have been registered
relating to genetic engineering, and the number of
registered patents is continuing to increase.
3,000

Number of registered applications

2,500
Number of applications counted per year
2,000
1,500
Number
of registered
applications

1,000
500

institutions, and that the
emphasis is placed on basic
research. The large number
of venture companies is also
characteristic of the US.
It can be determined
from Figs. 47 and 48 that US
entities account for the
majority of patent applications in Japan, illustrating the
aggressive patent strategies
by US entities.
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Fig. 46 Percentages of numbers of US patent applications
by types of applicants related to genetic engineering

Chemical
companies
8%

Pharmaceutical companies
5%
Food manufacturers
and breweries
3%

Fig. 47 Ratio of applicants by country related
to genetic engineering

Universities
and
research
institutions
52%

Venture
companies
32%

Approximately 19,000 patent
applications relating to
genetic engineering have been
filed in Japan. Of those, 54%
have been filed by foreigners.
Germany
9%
US
60%
Japan
46%

Universities and research
institutions constitute a large
number of the applicants of US
patents, and the emphasis of
genetic engineering is placed
on basic research.

UK
6%

Foreign
countries
54%

France
6%
Switzerland 4%
The Netherlands 4%
Denmark 2%
Austria 2%
Canada 1%

Patent applications laid
open to public
from 1971 to August 1996

Other countries 3%
Sweden 1%
Italy 1%
Belgium 1%

Fig. 48 Changes in the number of patent applications versus the number of applicants
related to genetic engineering
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III. The Patent Maps Produced by Technology Field
Fiscal 1997 to fiscal 1999
Technology for adjusting metropolitan environment
Concrete additive (Chemical 2), Wall material (General 5),
Present concrete products (General 11), Earthquake-proof,
structures and devices (General 13)
Environmental technology
Incinerator technology (Machinery 6), Industrial micro biology (Chemistry 13), Functional plastics (Chemistry 18),
Solid industrial wastes treatment (General 3), Waste water
treatment (General 8), Organic waste treatment (General 9),
Environment measurement (General 12),Dioxins reducing
technology (General 14)
Information and communication technology
Infrared sensor and its applications (Electricity 1), Image
recognition technology (Electricity 2), IC card (Electricity
3), Printed wiring board (Electricity 4), Cellular phone and
its applications (Electricity 5), Liquid crystal (Electricity 7),
CAD & CAM (Electricity 8), Local area network (Electricity
11), Optical disc (Electricity 13), Video compression
(Electricity 14), Optical circuit device (Electricity 16),
Central processing unit (CPU) (Electricity 17),
Programmable display (Electricity 18), Electronic commerce
and financial business (Electricity 19), Organic electroluminescence (Chemistry 14)
Health care and welfare technology
Immuno-technology and biomedicine (Chemistry 11),
Equipment utilized for welfare (General 1), Medical and
diagnostic instruments (General 4), Therapeutic and surgical
equipment (General 10)
Basic technology
Programed control (Electricity 9), Semiconductor laser
(Electricity 10),
45
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Superconductor (Electricity 12), Industrial cleaning technology (Machinery 1), Engineering ceramics (Chemistry 3),
Resin components for paints (Chemistry 7)
Products technology
Structure of general brakes (Machinery 2), DC motor
(Machinery 6),
Electric driving valve (Machinery 5), Industrial robot
(Machinery 8),
Bicycle (Machinery 9)
Manufacturing technology
Arc welding technology (Machinery 3), Manufacturing products by metal processing (Machinery 4), Mold for injection
molding (Machinery 7),
Laser beam machining (Machinery 11), Wood working
(Machinery 13),
Grinding and abrasive machining technology (Machinery
15), Electric plating technology (Chemistry 5), Plastic extrusion (Chemistry 6), Molding (Chemistry 8), Heat treatment
(Chemistry 9), Textile modifications Chemistry 15), Physical
vapor deposition (Chemistry 16), Dyeing and processing
technology (General 2), Food preservation (General 7)
Circulation and distribution technology
Paper containers (carton box (Machinery 10), Automatic
vehicles & hand trucks (Machinery 14)
Energy-related technology
Secondary battery (Electricity 15), Use of solar heat
(Machinery 12),
Solar battery (Chemistry 4)
Biotechnology
Enzyme utilization technology (Chemistry 1), Genetic engineering (Chemistry 10), Genomics & combinatorial chemistry (Chemistry 12),
Industrial cell biology (Chemistry 17), Breeding (General 6)
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Glossary of Terms
*

Industrial Property Digital Library (IPDL)
The Industrial Property Digital Library provides a database of patent information retained by the Japan Patent
Office along with a search system that can be accessed over
the Internet. The Industrial Property Digital Library service
is available for the purpose of making perusal of publication
documents available to a wide range of persons as a shared
asset of society. The contents provided by the Industrial
Property Digital Library consist of the accumulation of
approximately 40 million cases of patent information,
including examined publication documents relating to
patents, utility models, designs and trademarks published by
the Patent Office dating back to the Meiji period, as well as
examination process information enabling confirmation of
the examination status of individual applications.
*

International Patent Classification (IPC)
IPC refers to an internationally standardized patent classification that indicates the technical contents of an invention.
*

File Index (FI)
FI refers to the classification used for the editing of
search files by examiners of the Japan Patent Office, and is a
more detailed expansion of the IPC. FI is represented with
an IPC symbol and one letter of the alphabet, or with an IPC
symbol, three numbers and one letter of the alphabet.
*

F Term
F Term was developed for searching for examination
reference materials by examiners of the Patent Office, and F
Term symbols have been assigned to approximately 2,200
technical fields. F Term provides a multiple view point
breakdown of technical contents and application fields for
technologies for which classifications in the literature are
insufficient in the case of FI expansion.
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Patemaru-kun
The trademark of the japanese industrial
property right system

Japan Patent Office
Address: 3-4-3, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, 100-8915, Japan

Asia-Pacific Industrial Property Center
of Japan Institute of Invention and Innovation
Address: 3-4-2, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo, 100-0013, Japan
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